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1. Draw a line between the words on the left and the synonyms on the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the sentences below. Rewrite each sentence using a synonym of the 

words underlined.  

2. I threw a stone into the water.          ……………………………………………….               

3. The large bull stared at me.   ……………………………………………………….               

4. The train departed from platform 1.  ……………………………………………….               

5. The dog seemed to be crazy.  ……………………………………………………..                

6. The water flowed down the road.  ……………………..…………………………..               

7. The jewel shone in the sunshine.  …………………………………………………               

Write two synonyms for each of the words below: 

8. amazing   ………..……   ………..……      9. awful   ………..……   ………..…… 

10. brave   ………..……   ………..……      11. calm   ………..……   ………..…… 

12. bright   ………..……   ………..……       13. eager   ………..……   ………..…… 

 

A synonym is a word with the same 

meaning as another word. 

‘Good’ and ‘splendid’ are synonyms. 

big wide 

broad difficult 

false clever 

hard faithful 

intelligent untrue 

loyal large 
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1. Draw a line between the words on the left and the synonyms on the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the sentences below. Rewrite each sentence using a synonym of the 

words underlined.  

2. Oxygen is necessary for us to live.   ……...………….……………………………               

3. The tiny beetle flew away.   ………………………….….………………………….                

4. Tom glanced at his watch.  ………………………………………………………….                    

5. Sara’s desk was very neat. ………………………….…….………………………..                      

6. The crowd in the square was silent.  ……….……….……..………………………               

7. The weather in Spain was gloomy. …………………………………………………                          

Write two synonyms for each of the words below: 

8. begin   ………..……   ………..……           9. kind   ………..……   ………..…… 

10. rich   ………..……   ………..……            11. old   ………..……   ………..…… 

12. weak  ………..……   ………..……          13. funny   ………..……   ………..…… 

A synonym is a word with the same 

meaning as another word. 

‘Stop’ and ‘halt’ are synonyms. 

dull quickly 

fair terror 

speedy tedious 

dread notion 

loathe just 

idea detest 
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(Other words are acceptable for all questions 2 to 13.) 

2. I threw a pebble into the water.                                

3. The gigantic bull stared at me.   

4. The train left from platform 1.                       

5. The dog seemed to be mad.  

6. The water poured down the road.  

7. The jewel glittered in the sunshine.   

 

8. incredible     awesome               9. appalling     dreadful           10. heroic     daring     

11. placid     tranquil                       12. radiant    vivid                  13. keen     earnest    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

big wide 

broad difficult 

false clever 

hard faithful 

intelligent untrue 

loyal large 
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(Other words are acceptable for all questions 2 to 13.) 

 

2. Oxygen is essential for us to live.   ……...………….……………………………                    

3. The minute beetle flew away.   ………………………….….………………………….                 

4. Tom looked at his watch.  ………………………………………………………….                     

5. Sara’s desk was very tidy. ………………………….…….………………………..                       

6. The crowd in the square was hushed.  ……………….……..………………………                  

7. The weather in Spain was dreary.  

 

8. start   commence               9. considerate     thoughtful           10. wealthy    affluent     

11. aged    elderly                  12. feeble     frail                             13. amusing     hilarious    

 

 

 

 

dull quickly 

fair terror 

speedily tedious 

dread notion 

loathe just 

idea detest 


